Together We Can Close The Gender Wage Gap!

The Canadian Federation of Business and Professional Women
Ottawa

Did You Negotiate Your
First Salary?


If you did, what prompted you to do this?



If you didn’t what held you back?

Calgary Street Rally



2013 Calgary Street Rally: Young women entering the workforce did not even know
the pay gap exists in Canada. Most of them did not negotiate their first salary. In
fact some mentioned it was not acceptable to discuss wages with co-workers.

32nd Floor Boardroom: Suncor



2014 Dialogue on how to create inclusive workplaces and worked with the Alberta
Human Rights Commission to educate working women on “Equal Pay For Equal Work”
legislation. Our goal was to make wages an acceptable subject of discussion and to
create awareness on the issue of equal pay to close the wage gap.

Agenda


What is the “Gender Wage Gap”?



How does Canada rank globally?



Facts and Statistics



What are the Factors and what is the Impact?



Why should it Matter?



How can we Narrow or Close the gap?

Salary Negotiation Workshops: One of the ways to
raise awareness on the issue of wage inequality
that exists in Canadian workplaces despite
legislation on Equal Pay For Equal Work.

What is the Gender Wage
Gap in Canada?


January 2015 statistics show that the average
hourly wage for all women in the 10 provinces is
$23.10 while the average hourly wage for men
is $26.81.



The resulting earnings ratio is .86 which means
that Canadian women earn on average 86% of
what men earn.



Compare the hourly wages by gender, including
those for part-time workers. On this basis,
women earn an average of 87 cents for every
dollar earned by men.



Compare the annual earnings of full-time
workers. On this basis, women workers in
Canada earn an average of 72 cents for every
dollar earned by men.



Compare the annual earnings, by gender, for
both full-time and part-time workers. On this
basis, women workers in Canada earn an
average of 66.7 cents for every dollar earned by
men.



No matter which way you compute it, the wage
gap exists.

How Does Canada Rank
Globally?


World Economic Forum Reports: Annual (20132015)
#35
to
#27

Heading in the right direction…. But there are 26
other countries doing better than us.

The Factors and the
Impact!


Women tend to be employed in lower-wage
occupations and lower-paid industries. Two
thirds of them are clustered around teaching,
nursing/health care, office/administrative and
sales/service industries.



Female-dominated occupations are also viewed
as being low-skilled because the responsibilities
align with domestic roles that women are
expected to carry out at home for free.



In 2013, 70% of part-time workers were women
and so they are less likely to advance because
of lack of further training.



Women work part-time because they do not
have access to affordable child care and family
leave policies. This causes interruptions in their
employment and hence a negative impact on
their income. The societal pressures of having
to carry out domestic responsibilities.



There is a big portion of the wage gap that
remains unexplained and that is attributed to
discrimination. 10-15% of the wage gap is
attributed to gender-based wage
discrimination. This is why it becomes so
important to understand “Equal Pay For Equal
Work” and to actively work on removing
barriers that exist in the workplace for women.

Why it should matter?


The percentage of working women in Canada
has increased from 40% to almost 60% over the
last 3 decades and we have to keep up with this
reality.



More women are single and leading their own
households and this is affecting their quality of
life.



More women outlive men and so they are
slipping into poverty in their retirement
because of lost wages and opportunities.



The gap widens for women who are indigenous,
immigrants, members of the visible minorities,
senior, disabled, etc.

How Can We Close The
Gap?


Education & Awareness: Declare Equal Pay Day
nationally (our peer countries have done this).



Bringing all stakeholders together to not only
engage in dialogue, but to collaborate.



Multi-pronged approach (reviewing and revising
employment contracts in the workplace,
educating employers through the work of the
commissions, supporting workers, policy
changes, and enforcement of the laws).

Petition in the House of Commons



2014 BPW Canada Convention: Filed a petition in 2015 through Elizabeth May’s
Office to raise the issue of Equal Pay for Equal Work and enact policies to
promote wage equality in Canada.

59th Session – UN CSW



Learned from Peer Countries on how they declared “Equal Pay Day” to advance
the issue of wage equality in their countries.

Education & Awareness continues….



Schools, Universities, Workshops, Seminars, Mentorship Programs, Leadership

Negotiating and
Discussing your Salary?


“You Are Worth It” modules : Ontario & Alberta



Today’s Event

Negotiating Tips
1.

Figure out and know your market value

2.

Ask for more than you want (“Ask For It”)

3.

4.



Haggling room: Aim high



Counteract tendency to undervalue

Frame the Conversation: Salary talk is a
conversation leading to an agreement


Make career goals clear: past to present & future



Make achievements known – Be visible; Yourself/Team



Request high profile assignments: fallen short/successes
(extra work on projects)

Avoid the “good girl trap.” Ask what you are
worth! (“Playing Big”)


Leave the “good student habits behind” – Challenge
Authority. Cultivate the boss in you!



Take year round notes for your performance reviews.

Together We Can Close The Gender Wage Gap!!
You Don’t Get What You Don’t Ask For
Make it a Rule to Negotiate!!

Thank You!!

